


                To supply systems dedicated to the
                          processing of aluminum, PVC and light alloys.
         Outstanding service is the hallmark of all our activities

“
”

Mission:



A business and production capacity that have already obtained thirty years of prestigious 

results and successes, including many in foreign markets and on the international scene. 

Strong technological innovation in production systems and end products. The ability to 

design and develop the entire product range within the company. A complete, in-house, 

fully-independent production cycle. 

Established in 1978 by Ennio Cavezzale, MECAL, a company specialised in the manufacture 

of machines and systems for working aluminium, PVC and light alloys based in Frascarolo 

in the province of Pavia, are all this and much more. 

The company are able to provide standard, and also highly customised, solutions for small, 

medium-sized and large companies operating in a range of different sectors – automoti-

ve, lighting, furnishing, walls, doors and windows. They manufacture and supply operating 

machines and systems for any type of production facility that uses light alloy, aluminium and 

PVC materials.

MECAL also provide highly efficient after-sales service to their customers, thanks to the 

team of professionals, technicians and experts operating from their headquarters and the 

various area dealers and distributors who are in direct contact with customers. 

Today, the company have a workforce of 150 and premises which stretch over a surface 

area of 60 thousand square metres, with a production facility, buildings and storage areas 

covering 32 thousand square metres. In recent years, MECAL have completely renewed 

their departments and production flows and today are able to count on the very best and 

most innovative production machinery and equipment that the market can offer: from metal 

cutting and working to material milling and turning processes, right up to the final painting 

stage for which MECAL boast a cutting-edge system, among the most sophisticated and 

advanced in Europe. Close focus on innovation, starting with in-house organisation, is also 

to be found in the operating solutions and finished products. In fact, technological progress 

has enabled MECAL to develop their range of products constantly and present often novel 

solutions to the market. 

All company activities are backed up by excellent service: within this framework, MECAL 
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An aerial view of the facility,

which stretches over a total area of 60,000m2, 

with a covered area of 32,000m2.



can offer solutions which range from the design, manufacture and sale of hi-tech products 

to “turnkey” systems, single machines and multifunction work stations for companies of all 

sizes and production types.

One of the company’s many strengths is ample diversification and the ability to customise 

their products, which consist of a broad range of models and working systems able to cater 

for the requirements of large, medium-sized and small companies.

A flexibility of production and solutions that combines standard and customised products: 

industrial Groups and large companies often require complex and articulated operating 

systems, integrated, or which can be integrated, the one with the other; small and medium 

industries on the other hand tend to need customised systems or individual machines. 

MECAL’s strong points concern and comprise all phases and aspects of production – 

customer-oriented in-house study and design, owned software, innovative structures and 

tools, highly professional after-sales staff, effective area coverage and closeness to custo-

mers, including through the company’s on-site dealer and distributor network. A series of 

advantages and value-added factors for the end customer, with respect to the products and 

potential of competitors, which represent the keys to MECAL’s success – flexibility to cater 
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for customer needs, the use of cutting-edge technologies, fast response to market changes, 

complete solutions for complex production systems, extensive experience in the sector, 

highly professional after-sales service, easy-to-use machines, products and software. 

All these resources, skills and expertise enable the company to look to the future with fur-

ther, ambitious goals. MECAL does in fact aim at further growth by incrementing its pene-

tration on the domestic market, while maintaining and developing its business abroad in the 

direction of the emerging markets and the Far-East. Always focusing on quality, reliability, 

research and innovation.
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Skills and expertise 
           that look to the future



The trend towards innovation and research, along with their ongoing business on interna-

tional markets, have always accompanied and distinguished MECAL’s history and growth. 

Thirty years of history, starting in 1978 when the company was established. Thirty years of 

success, during which the company from Pavia have above all focused their efforts, with 

determination and as a precise strategy, on export and expansion abroad in dozens of 

countries all over the world, where there has always been a strong demand for top-quality 

products for working aluminium, PVC and light alloys. This has spurred company growth 

and enabled MECAL to achieve their current levels of production, expertise and industrial 

specialisation. 

The decision to focus specifically on international markets is a strategic one, and one that 

has proved highly successful in terms of results, goals achieved and the success of the 

brand in the world. Bolstered by this success, in recent years MECAL have begun looking 

with renewed interest towards the domestic market, to which they can offer a whole range 

of quality solutions and products together with their specialised know-how acquired over a 
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period of thirty years of working alongside industrial concerns the world over. 

Company growth has followed changes on the market. The constant focus on innovation 

and research has, over the years, enabled MECAL to perfect a highly efficient production 

process allowing them to develop products and systems to cater for the specific requi-

rements of a broad range of customers. Since the first machines were made in the late 

1970s, the company have gradually extended their production to include increasingly more 

sophisticated and cutting-edge units. In the early 90s, for example, this evolution resulted in 

the manufacture of the first multi-functional machining centres, which went on to become 

benchmark models for other industry manufacturers. 

With thirty years of business activities and experience behind them, MECAL are strongly 

committed to achieving technological leadership on the market, a goal they have always 

managed to attain as their brand renown at international level testifies, and one they will 

continue to pursue with great determination in the future.

”



A well-equipped and articulated production system, from technical management to the 

research and development centre, structural workshop and paint and assembly shop, 

ensures unique market characteristics and outstanding added value for the end user. All 

MECAL production processes and product flows are realized uniquely and in their entirety 

within the company itself, without the involvement of any external suppliers in product 

development and manufacture. 

This is a feature that clearly distinguishes MECAL from all other operators in the sector. 

MECAL are the only company in Italy that start with raw materials and finish with the end 

product. The only Italian company in the industry where metal sheets enter the plant and 

finished machines leave it. 

All this represents a clear advantage for the customer, because a complete in-house pro-

duction cycle enables MECAL to provide cutting-edge solutions on a regular basis. It also 

ensures product reliability over the years since all the parts, functions and applications C
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of each individual machine produced and sold are part and parcel of MECAL’s technical 

legacy and expertise. 

In recent years, the company’s complete production cycle has been fully renewed and fur-

ther developed in all departments, from material milling and turning processes to the new, 

ultra-modern painting plant which has now joined the existing one. In this way, MECAL 

can continue to boast a feature that has always distinguished the company: their extremely 

innovative, exclusive and sophisticated train of machines and production systems that can 

offer some of the best quality and most innovative technological solutions available on the 

international market today.
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The only Italian company in the sector where raw material goes in                                    
and a finished product comes out



The expert, cutting-edge design of machinery and production systems for working alumi-

nium, PVC and light alloys is the secret of the outstanding quality, function and reliability 

of MECAL products. 

The constant presence of a specific design department within the company provides true 

added value. Thanks to on-site design, all MECAL machinery and solutions start life as 

standard products but are designed in such a way as to be easily and successfully “custo-

mised” to cater for the specific requirements of the end users and their line of business 

and satisfy an extremely broad range of industries and operational needs. 

Such outstanding flexibility is at the heart of all the company’s products. MECAL’s design 

department has come up with many vital features, such as solutions using standard com-
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ponent parts which can be easily replaced since identical parts and spares are readily 

available on the market. This crucial aspect ensures the perfect operation of all MECAL 

machines over the years and provides end users with products that do not “expire” due to 

the lack of availability of spare parts. Even twenty years after the machinery was first used 

and distributed, any necessary spares can always be easily found. 



Suitable, continual assistance over the years and smoothly operating after-sales service 

are crucial for ensuring that the machines and systems supplied to customers always 

operate perfectly. 

That is why MECAL take after-sales service so seriously. Centralised in company hea-

dquarters, the service provides all necessary component parts and spares in real time. In 

addition to this, it also serves as the training and updating centre for all technical staff: 

for the technicians of the company itself and their subsidiaries, and for the technicians 

of on-site distributors and dealers in Italy and around the world. 

In this way, MECAL not only directly train and update their own technicians but also those 

of their dealers around the world, who in turn train, update and pass on knowledge to the 

end user within their assigned area. 
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In all the regions and countries in which MECAL product dealers and distributors are 

located, assistance to end users is provided directly by the on-site dealer: a system that 

ensures top levels of service to customers, precisely because such support and interven-

tion are provided directly by the dealer closest to the customer, who is in the best position 

to know the customer’s characteristics and needs.

 

Our team of experts is always on hand,
 the customer is never alone



The large, well stocked and up-to-date warehouse located within the company’s main 

production facility, and MECAL’s extensive experience in the industry including customer 

service, ensure that spare parts for the various products and machinery are always available 

when needed. 

What is more, the constant availability of standard machines results in extremely quick 

response times and fast deliveries of customer requests, for both spares and new machine 

orders. 

And that is not all. There is a crucial additional factor: MECAL are also able to assist their 

customers with the operation and spare parts of machines that are 20 or 30 years old. 

This represents yet another major, exclusive advantage for the end user that clearly distin-

guishes MECAL from their competitors. In fact, the functionality of MECAL products and 

systems never “expires” despite the passing of the years, even decades after the purchase 

of a specific product or model. Because another fundamental characteristic of MECAL 

products is that they are always designed and produced using parts and components that 

are easy to find on the market, thereby ensuring their perfect operability over the years - 

and spare parts are always readily available. The fact that products are designed within the 

company by the research and development department means that solutions can always 

be defined and implemented using easily found component parts. 

All this means total product reliability for the end user –reliability that remains in place over 

the years. 
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Operating in over 60 Countries throughout the world, in Europe, the U.S.A., Asia and 

South America, from France to the U.K. and Russia, from the United Arab Emirates to 

Brazil, Australia, New Zealand and China, MECAL have been very much oriented towards 

foreign markets ever since the company was first established, to the extent that sales and 

supplies to foreign countries have always traditionally accounted for around 70% of their 

total turnover. 

Focusing consistently on international markets has been a precise and strategic choice 

for MECAL ever since the early 1980s, which has enabled the company to expand and 

make a name for themselves in dozens of different countries on all continents, thereby 

stimulating their own growth and increasing their product range as well as their expertise 

and industry know-how, not only at home but also on an international level. 

This foreign business and expansion have enabled MECAL to work alongside a diverse 

range of companies manufacturing a variety of different products in many different busi-

ness sectors and to acquire extensive and precious experience, expertise and know-how. 

This has enabled the company to promote their brand name and make it known in many 

countries, and, having created such strong foundations, MECAL now intend to develop 

and expand their business activities even further by acquiring new market shares. 

Currently, MECAL operate in over 60 countries through joint ventures, distribution agre-

ements or direct sales with subsidiaries of their own. Another crucial company strategy, 

and one that differentiates them from many other industry operators, has always been to 

prioritise, wherever possible, business conducted through local dealers and distributors, 

again in order to favour and optimise the standard of service and after-sales assistance 

provided to end users. In fact, the on-site dealers and sales outlets in the various countries 

not only collect orders and distribute products, but also represent a direct service centre 

for the customers. The fact that they are already present on the spot means that custo-
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mers receive prompt and highly efficient service.

MECAL provide their dealers and distributors, located in every corner of the world, with 

the tools, know-how and expertise needed to ensure the correct level of assistance. Each 

dealer is in the position to install machinery, provide training and specialised backing and 

deal with the supply of any spare parts or other materials. 

All the services and activities are much more efficient and functional when performed on 

site and in direct contact with the end user than they would be if performed hundreds 

or thousands of kilometres away. That is why MECAL, consistent with company tradition, 

continue to focus on direct on-site dealers and distributors: an additional endeavour and 

commitment which constantly ensures the very best possible service and the full satisfac-

tion of the end user. 
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MECAL’s business activities and production chain place a full range and a wide assort-

ment of models at the disposal of their clients. All are distinguished by the high standard 

of their technology and innovation, as well as their practicality and ease of use. In fact, 

the ease of use of all MECAL solutions is one of their basic characteristics and one that 

makes them highly popular with customers. Complicated, sophisticated and high-precision 

operations and activities can be performed using easy, practical procedures, controls and 

devices. 

MECAL’s production activities are split into two divisions – Aluminium and PVC. 

In both divisions, standard and customised products are designed, developed, finely tuned 

and fully manufactured, all “turnkey” and ready for commission. 

The Aluminium division

The Aluminium division includes a broad range of products – machining centres (over ten 

models), double-head cutting-off machines (over twenty models), single cutting-off machi-

nes (over fifteen models), complementary machines (a dozen models), as well as its own 

specific software, including Cad-Cam software, Simulator and external Drivers. 
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The PVC division

The PVC division, which in recent years has been strongly developed by MECAL with heavy 

investment in research and innovation, in turn comprises a full, complete range of products 

and systems – machining centres, double-head cutting-off machines (ten different models and 

solutions), machines and systems for the welding and cleaning line, welding units, cleaning 

units and complementary machines.

All the models and systems are hi-tech, with cutting edge features and functions: the very best 

the international market has to offer. 
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CNC 5-axis mobile portal machining centre suitable for machining all 5 sides of the profile. 
Equipped with a 10 kW electric spindle, liquid cooled, it has an 18-position rotating tool stora-
ge magazine located on the centre’s mobile upright in its own protected enclosure: this redu-
ces change-over times considerably. The machine has a pendulum (2 zones) or multi-piece 
working mode zone. Machining scraps can be collected in boxes that can be taken away by 
hand; alternatively, a motorised conveyor can be installed with a rubber belt. All the linear 
guides and recirculating-ball screws are lubricated by an automatic centralised system.
It is designed for huge production volumes in the industrial and frame sectors. 

MC 304 Ariel Series
CNC 4-axis mobile upright machining centre able to machine 5 sides of the profile. It is 
equipped with a 5.5 kW electric spindle that turns around the profile with a slanting capacity 
from - 90° to + 90°. A 12-position rotary storage magazine is used for tool change-over, 
located in the middle of the centre’s base in its own protected enclosure, which greatly redu-
ces change-over time. The machine has a pendulum (2 zones) or multipiece working mode 
zone. The reference stops for the profile are pneumatically controlled. Machining scraps can 
be collected in boxes that can be taken away by hand or, alternatively, a motorised conveyor 
can be installed with a rubber belt.
Thanks to the structure of the base and vices, it is ideal for the industrial and frame sec-
tors. 

MC 304 Atlas Series
CNC 4-axis mobile upright machining centre able to machine 5 sides of the profile. It is 
equipped with a 5.5 kW electric spindle that turns around the profile with a slanting capacity 
from - 90° to + 90°. A 7-position storage magazine is used for tool change-over, located in the 
middle of the centre’s base in its own protected enclosure, which greatly reduces change-over 
time. The machine has a pendulum (2 zones) or multipiece working mode zone. Machining 
scraps can be collected in boxes that can be taken away by hand or, alternatively, a motorised 
conveyor can be installed with a rubber belt.
It is particularly useful for machining frames and sectional panels.

Machining centres

22

      MC 302 Geos       MC 304 Ariel       MC 304 Atlas



MC 302 Geos

MC 304 Ariel

MC 304 Atlas
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MC 307 Series
Floor-type machining centre, with 4 CNC-controlled axes.
It operates on bars up to 4 meters in length; by the cyclical working differential option it can 
operates on bars up to 8 meters.
The 4th axis allows at the vice beams to rotate from  +135° to  -135°, continuously.
The 8 seats tool magazine, placed in the machine base centre, can be physically housing 
angular units and disk cutter tools.
The independent motorization allows the automatic positioning of each vice, in a very limited 
time; also it allows the possibility to work, by the automatic repositioning cycle, short pieces 
with processing  on 3 sides of the profile.

MECAL Top 4020 Series
Machining Centre particularly recommended for the mass production of large items and 
panelling belonging to the sectors  Advertising,  Aeronautics, Naval, Construction and other 
sectors requiring good construction, performance, simplified management, reduced dimen-
sions.
The tool change operation is automatic and it is served by a horizontal tool magazine with 
11 positions.
It is equipped with a work top  with pieces clamping system created through a “vacuum” 
device by using a plan of transpiration; a suction system specially developed ensures optimal 
cleaning of the work area.
The automatic selection of work areas allows to manage the plane of the panels to be pro-
cessed in 4 separate areas.
The programming of the machine is done through the use of a powerful CAD / CAM softwa-
re, which can generate two-dimensional and three-dimensional geometry.
The optimization of the panel can be obtained with the program for Nesting.
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      MC 307       MC 307       Mecal Top 4020
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MC 307
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MC 305 Series
CNC 3-axis mobile upright machining centre (in versions with a stationary platform and a 
pneumatically controlled platform) able to machine on the 5 sides of the profile using special 
accessories. It is also available in the CNC 4-axis version with motorised platform that can 
work on any side of the profile thanks to the rotation of the motorised beam on which the pro-
file is positioned. It has 3 different vice positioning possibilities: manual, positioning by means 
of the X axis carriage and separate motorisation. Equipped with a 5.5 kW electric spindle, it 
has a fixed 7-position tool storage magazine with automatic tool change-over located in the 
middle of the base in its own protected enclosure. All the linear guides and recirculating-ball 
screws are lubricated by an automatic centralised system.

MC 305 Duo Series
The MC 305 series has yet another version: the CNC 5-axis DUO model, equipped with a 
5.5 kW electric spindle. Its size is double that of the standard TM, with two beams inste-
ad of one with either simultaneous or separate movement;  the centre’s working range 
is divided into two separate operating zones. The vice beams can swing 180° (± 90°), 
controlled separately, by means of DC motors controlled directly by the centre’s CNC; the 
beams can, therefore, be positioned automatically at any angle required.  Tool change-over 
is automatic with a 10-position tool storage magazine.

MC 309 Series
CNC 3-axis + 1 pneumatically controlled axis mobile upright machining centre, equipped 
with a 3.8 kW electric spindle. Tool change-over is manual and is preset for automatic 
change-over. The sides and back are protected from accidental access while the front is 
protected by a photoelectric controlled barrier. Its pneumatically controlled beam allows 
pneumatic rotation of the profile at default slanting angles (+ 90°, 0° and – 90°) but it can 
be positioned at intermediate degrees using the manually positionable mechanical stops 
located near a graduated scale on the side of the base.
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SW 453 Series
The MECAL range has several versions of double mitre saw machines with one fixed unit and 
one mobile unit, with motorised positioning of the mobile unit, automatic tilting of the cutting 
unit and the possibility of intermediate degrees thanks to the mechanical stops or motorised 
positioning of the cutting units at default angles.
 
Blades with 450 or 500 mm diameters, useful strokes 4000, 5000 or 6000 mm.

Double mitre saw machines
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Control EC 602
SW 453 Astra

Control EC 609
SW 453 Plug

Control EC 700x
SW 453 Argus

Control EC 900x
SW 453 Reverse Garda 3

Cutting diagram Ø 450 Cutting diagram Ø 500
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SW 453 Astra

SW 453 Plug
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SW 453 Argus

90° 90°
45°

45°

22,5°

22,5°

90° 90°
45°

45°

22,5°

22,5°

90° 90°
45°

45°

22,5°

22,5°

SW 453 Garda 3

135°
22,5°

22,5°

135°



SW 455 Series
Version with acoustically insulated booth, available as an option on some of the double mitre 
saw machines.

SW 552 Series
5-axes mitre saw machine with blades diameter of 550 mm, useful stroke 6000 mm; moto-
rised cutting units controlled by CNC, tilting range from 22,5° to 135° and rotation from 90° 
to 45°.

SW 553 Series
Great cutting capacity with 550 mm diameter blades, useful stroke 4000, 5000 or 6000 
mm, available in various models which differ in their slanting angles and the ways in which 
the cutting units move.

30

Cutting diagram
SW 552 -  45° 

Cutting diagram
SW 552 - 90° 

Cutting diagram Ø 550
SW 553
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SW 553
Reverse Vico

SW 553
Reverse Garda 3

SW 553 Plug

90° 90°
45°

45°

22,5°

22,5°

45°

90°

22,5°

45°
90°

135°135°
22,5°

135°
22,5°

22,5°

135°

SW 552



SW 350 - SW 400 Series
Manual downward blade single-head cutting-off machine with 45° rotation of the cutting unit 
(right and left) and the possibility of tilting the vertical axis manually towards the left, maxi-
mum 45°; it can take 350 mm or 400 mm diameter blades.

SW 451 Series
Single-head cutting-off machine with retractable blade, pneumatic tilting at 45°, 90° and 
135° and with the possibility of intermediate degree positioning with the aid of mechanical 
stops; 450 mm or 500 mm diameter blades can be used on this machine.

SW 451 NSB Series
Single-head cutting-off machine with retractable blade and pneumatic loader, choice of 
stroke from those available, produced in two versions: NSB, equipped with a PLC system for 
controlling pneumatic tilting at 45°, 90° and 135° and obtaining intermediate degree positio-
ning with the aid of mechanical stops, and NSB 90, suitable only for 90° cut.

SW 550 Plus Series
Single-head cutting-off machine with retractable blade, pneumatic tilting at 22.5° or 45°, 90°, 
135° or 157.5° with possible intermediate degree positions with the aid of mechanical stops. 
The machine is fitted with an integral protection system to reduce noise and residual risks, com-
plete with a pair of pneumatic horizontal vices, guard in the cutting area and tool lubrication. 

AS 400 Series
Single-head cutting-off machine with 400 mm diameter upward blade, manual rotation of 
the worktop to a maximum 30° to the right and 0° to the left, intermediate degree positions 
using a mechanical stop.
Available in the M version with manual blade feed or the P version with hydraulic blade feel.

Complementary machines (cutting)

      SW 400       SW 550       SW 451 NSB       AS 400
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SW 550 Plus

SW 400
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SW 451

AS 400

SW 451 NSB



FR 7XX end milling cutter units Series

FR 701 Single spindle Series
Single spindle milling machine with manual feed and mechanical change of the cutter unit.

FR 711 Single spindle Series
Single spindle milling machine with manual feed and quick change of the cutter unit, possi-
bility of millings at angles of more than 90°. 

FR 703 Single spindle Series
Single spindle milling machine with pneumatic work cycle and quick change of the cutter unit 
with the possibility of millings at angles of more than 90°. Also available in the PLUS version 
with cover and soundproofing.

FR 706 Pluri spindle Series
Spindle milling machine with pneumatic work cycle, manual selection of the spindle used and 
manual change of the cutter unit. Possibility of millings at angles of more than 90°.

      FR 701       FR 711       FR 703       FR 706
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FR 701

FR 703

FR 711

FR 706
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FR 703 Plus



FR 8XX Copy Routers Series

FR 801 Series
Single spindle copy router with manual router movement; performs through work, fitted with 
a manual contour follower and height adjustable stop. Complete with base, reference stop, 
tool cooling, set of tools and copying template.

FR 811 Series
Single spindle copy router with manual router movement; performs through work, fitted with 
two manual contour followers and height adjustable stop. Complete with base, reference stop, 
tool cooling, set of tools and copying template.

FR 810 P Series
Single spindle copy router with manual router movement; performs through work, fitted with 2 
pneumatically lifted contour followers and a system to lock the spindle at the desired height; 
fitted with a 2-speed spindle with change of transmission ratio. Complete with base, tool 
cooling, rods with reference stop, set of tools and copying template.

      FR 801       FR 811       FR 810 P
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FR 801

FR 811
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FR 8XX Coy Routers Series

FR 830 Series
Single spindle copy router with manual router movement available in the following ver-
sions:

Easy
The workpiece gripped by pneumatic vices mounted on a slantable beam can be positioned at 
any angle between 0° and +90° by means of a pneumatic command;

Easy Ter
The workpiece gripped by pneumatic vices mounted on a slantable beam can be positioned 
manually at any angle between -90° and +90° and locked in position by means of a pneu-
matic command;

Super Easy Ter
The workpiece gripped by pneumatic vices mounted on a slantable beam can be positioned 
at any angle between -90° and +90° by means of a pneumatic command;

FR 830 Atlantis Series
Multi function milling machine with vertical spindle, 2 CNC axes plus 2 axes controlled 
directly by the operator, fitted with an electric spindle and frequency variator. The workpiece 
gripped by pneumatic vices mounted on a slantable

      FR 830 Easy Ter      FR 830 Easy       FR 830 Super Easy Ter       FR 830 Atlantis
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FR 830 Easy FR 830 Easy ter

FR 830 Atlantis

FR 830 Super Easy Ter
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Corner crimping machine equipped with support arms. The tools are widely adjustable 
according with the different types of profiles.

BMR 4 Type
Assembly bench with a fixed table with 4 supporting arms. Can be widened up to 1750 
mm and lengthened up to 4100 mm. Complete with 4 supports for pneumatic and/or 
electric tools,  1 support for single-phase multiple sockets, 6 plastic boxes for small items, 
4 seal roll holder reels.

BMR 4G Type
Assembly bench with a fixed table with 4 supporting arms. Can be widened up to 1750 mm 
and lengthened up to 4100 mm. Its central section can be lifted up pneumatically and turned 
by hand so that assembly may be completed with the operator remaining on the same side all 
the time. Complete with 4 supports for pneumatic and/or electric tools,  1 support for single-
phase multiple sockets, 6 plastic boxes for small items, 4 seal roll holder reels.

BMR-B Type
Assembly bench with a pneumatically positioned swinging table with 5 supporting arms. Can 
be widened up to 2050 mm and lengthened up to 4100 mm, also available with the central 
section that can be lifted up pneumatically and turned by hand so that assembly may be com-
pleted with the operator remaining on the same side all the time. Complete with 4 supports 
for pneumatic and/or electric tools,  1 support for single-phase multiple sockets, 6 plastic 
boxes for small items, 4 seal roll holder reels.

Assembly benches
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Assembly benches
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Assembly, glazing and testing bench.

The worktop can be tipped to facilitate loading and unloading of the components, all 
adjustments to the frame can be made with the bench top remaining vertical thanks to two 
adjustable clamps. The base of the bench is fitted with a roller unit to facilitate handling of 
particularly heavy or large items.

Swinging worktop from 0° (horizontal) to 85°;

Worktop covered with EPDM inserts;

Height adjustable worktop;

Roller unit can be slanted with a pneumatic command;

Central clamping system with retractable bars;

Clamping bar with adjustable blades.

BTF-01-340 type
Assembly bench for sashes and frames.

Worktop can be slanted with a pneumatic command from 0° (horizontal) to -15°;

Worktop covered with EPDM inserts;

Height adjustable worktop;

Configurable in different versions: with self-centring pneumatic clamping system, hardware 
cutting with automatic measurement stop, automatic screwing unit mounted on a guide, 
with glazing measurement option, cremone bolt work, mechanism slot work, with hinge hole 
option, with variable and constant hardware cutting option.  

BPS-220 type
Generic bench for assembly.

Worktop that can be widened and lengthened;

Worktop covered with EPDM inserts;

Quick couplings for compressed air, support for drawers in PVC, 4 wheels (2 castors with 
brake)

BPS-120 type
Generic bench for assembly.

Worktop that can be widened and lengthened with lock/unlock lever;

Worktop covered with EPDM inserts.



BTF 01 340
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Trolleys
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Trolley for transporting and storing frames designed specifically for use in assembly lines.

 Compartment width: 160 mm;

 Number of compartments:  5, 10;

 Resting base with nominal width of 1000 mm fitted with rollers;

 Contact surfaces covered with PVC;

 4 wheels (2 castors with brake);

 Handles for moving.

CCP-01-100-10 type
Trolley for transporting and storing frames.

 Contact surfaces covered with PVC;

 Large resting base;

 Handles for moving.

 4 wheels (2 castors with brake).

CSA-01-390-05 type
Trolley for transporting and storing finished frames.

 Supporting surfaces covered with PVC;

 Feet for transport built into the base;

 4 wheels (2 castors with brake).



CCR 02 130 05

CCP 01 100 10
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Service trolley for carrying gaskets.

 6 bobbin holder reels, adjustable in width and inside diameter;

 Bobbin holder reels, with clutch, relative wire guide, height adjustable;

     4 wheels (2 castors with brake).

CMM-01-185 type
Trolley for horizontal storage and transporting cut profiles.

 5 vertical compartments;

 Supporting surfaces covered with PVC;

 Adjustable central supports;

 4 wheels (2 castors with brake).

CMB-01-400 type
Trolley for horizontal storage and transporting extruded bars.

 2 vertical compartments;

 Supporting surfaces covered with PVC;

 Adjustable central supports;

 4 wheels (2 castors with brake).
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In-line welding machines
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MK-1 Series
Single-head in-line welding machine for PVC profiles

Completely automatic working cycle, controlled electronically by a PLC;

Adjustment of the welding angle ranging between 40° and 180°;

The machine’s translation movements are possible thanks to recirculating ball sliding 
blocks on precision linear guides;

Heated weld seam restriction knives, adjustable from 0.2 mm up to 2 mm for welding 
standard profiles or profiles with an acrylic coating;

Automatic control of the melting plate;

Controlled setting of melting time for optimum welding according to the profile section;

Low pressure clamping presses for maximum operator safety with the possibility of 
repeating profile locking in the case of incorrect positioning;

Simple and hassle-free replacement of the counter profiles and welding Teflon thanks to 
the quick change systems.

MK-2 Series 
Two-head in-line welding machine for PVC profiles

Automatic two-head welding machine with a mobile unit for manual translation, sliding on 
linear guides with recirculating ball sliding blocks;

Completely automatic work cycle, controlled electronically by a PLC;

Pneumatic clamping of the mobile head, automatically unlocked at the end of the cycle to 
facilitate extraction of the weld workpiece;

90° angle welding on a fixed head, welding varying from 45° to 180° on a mobile head;

The machine’s translation movements are possible thanks to recirculating ball sliding 
blocks on precision linear guides;

Heated weld seam restriction knives, adjustable from 0.2 mm up to 2 mm for welding 
standard profiles or profiles with an acrylic coating;

Automatic control of the melting plate;

Controlled setting of melting time for optimum welding according to the profile section;

Low pressure clamping presses for maximum operator safety with the possibility of 
repeating profile locking in the case of incorrect positioning;

Simple and hassle-free replacement of the counter profiles and welding Teflon thanks to 
the quick change systems.



MK 2
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Automatic welding machines
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Four-head horizontal welding machine 

Automatic 4-head welding machine able to weld simultaneously a complete frame in the 
orizontal position;

Electronic adjustment of the weld seam, 0.2 mm -  2.00 mm;

Easy to position the profiles thanks to the automatic movement of the presses;

Electronic positioning of the axes X – Y;

Parallel forward feed of the mobile tables for a better welding grip;

Completely automatic work cycle, controlled electronically by a PLC;

Heated weld seam restriction knives, adjustable from 0.2 mm up to 2 mm for welding 
standard profiles or profiles with an acrylic coating;

Automatic control of the melting plate;

Controlled setting of melting time for optimum welding according to the profile section;

Low pressure locking presses for maximum operator safety with the possibility of repeating 
profile clamping in the case of incorrect positioning;

Simple and hassle-free replacement of the counter profiles and welding Teflon thanks to 
the quick change systems;

Co-extruded press seals (optional).
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Automatic cleaning machine with 2 CNC controlled axes

Automatic angle cleaner with 2 CNC controlled axes for working on window profiles in 
PVC, heat welded with 90° angles;

2 milling disc holders, 4 tool holders (scraper or chisel) and 1 cylindrical cutter holder can 
be mounted on top of the sliding block;

4 tool holders and 1 cylindrical cutter holder can be mounted on the bottom of the sliding 
block;

Movement of the CNC controlled axes is by means of ball screws driven by DC motors;

All the machine’s translation movements are by means of recirculating ball sliding blocks 
on precision linear guides.

MZ-4 Series
Automatic cleaner with 4 CNC controlled axes

Automatic angle cleaning machine with 4 CNC controlled axes for working on window 
profiles in PVC, welded with 90° angles;

Axes Y and Z belong to the top tool holder sliding block that can be equipped with 2 milling 
disc holders, 4 tool holders (scraper or chisel) and 1 cylindrical cutter holder;

Axes Y1 and Z1 belong to the bottom tool holder sliding block that can be equipped with 
1 milling disc holder, 4 tool holders (scraper or chisel) and 1 cylindrical cutter holder;

They work simultaneously to clean the welded corner, shortening the work cycle conside-
rably;

Movement of the CNC controlled axes is by means of ball screws driven by DC motors;

All the machine’s translation movements are by means of recirculating ball sliding blocks 
on precision linear guides;

Adaptable to all customer requirements thanks to the addition of optional tools.
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Automatic cleaning machines for PVC profiles with one milling unit 

Possibility of mounting one milling unit at a time for removal of the welding seam on the 
outside corner and cleaning of the flat top and bottom parts of the welding seam;

Pneumatic device for quick change of the milling unit;

Recirculating ball sliding blocks on precision linear guides that allow all translation move-
ments of the machine;

Rotating stop with 4 stops for adjustment of the milling depth;

Automatic frame positioning device and work cycle start-up by means of profile insertion 
detection;

Work cycle with pneumatic locking of the workpiece and automatic feeding of the milling 
unit controlled completely by the PLC;

Possibility of replacing or disabling the scraper knives with a selector for cleaning the 
acrylic coated profiles;

Milling unit rotation speed is 4,500 revs for a high finish.

PL E series
Automatic cleaning machines for PVC profiles with one milling unit 

Corner cleaning machine with 2 axis controlled by CNC for working PVC welded frames.

The movement of the axis controlled by CNC is made by ball screws driven by brushless 
motors.

The cleaning of the external corner is made by a blade. This solution offers a great flexibility 
in working any profiles typology, instead of the traditional solutions which use a cutter set.

The machine is equipped with an automatic knives change system which allows the clea-
ning of standard or acrylic coated profiles without manual interventions.

The cleaning of the internal corners, rounded too, and of the gasket’s groove or the weld 
seam under the welded gasket is allowed.

It’s equipped with a blade Ø 250 mm for cleaning the weld seam on the external corner 
of the welded frame.

Facilitated operator interface in order to grant speed in programming and in identification 
of the profile to work.

The system allows also the management of working programs and related corrective 
parameters with the same logic used in the most advanced control systems for working 
centers.

Model RK 5
Automatic handling and rotation table

Complete automatic handling, turning and insertion of a welded PVC frame in the machine 
that cleans the angles;

Translation movements are on linear guides with the interposition of recirculating ball 
sliding blocks;

The system that rotates the welded frame has a self-centring clamp and rotation occurs 
with just one 90° movement;

Handling and rotation process management is integrated into the electronic control unit 
of the automatic cleaner;

Frame supporting and sliding surface covered with PVC brushes;

Minimum frame size: 250x250 mm, maximum size: 2500x3000 mm, maximum permitted 
weight:  80 kg.
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HSL Line
The combination of an horizontal 4-heads welding machine (MK-4 series) coupled with 
an Automatic movement & Rotation table (RK-5 series) and an automatic corner cleaning 
machine (MZ series) constitutes an efficient production line.
The HSL line is a compact production system, easy to operate, starting from loading the 
window sections to the welding and corner cleaning process up to the unloading of finished 
frame.

Production lines
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PVC HSL Line



MC 309 Series
CNC 3-axis + 1 pneumatically controlled axes mobile upright machining centre, equipped 
with a 3.8 kW electric spindle. Tool change-over is manual with presetting for automatic 
change-over. The sides and back are protected from accidental access while the front is 
protected by a photoelectric controlled barrier. Its pneumatically controlled beam allows 
pneumatic rotation of the profile at default slanting angles (+ 90°, 0° and – 90°) but it can 
also be positioned at intermediate angles, using the manually positionable mechanical stops 
located near a graduated scale on the side of the base. 

MC 305 Series in the various types
CNC 3-axes mobile upright machining centre (in the stationary and pneumatically controlled 
platform versions) able to machine on the 5 sides of the profile using special accessories. It 
is also available in the CNC 4-axes version with motorised platform that can work on any side 
of the profile thanks to the rotation of the motorised beam on which the profile is positioned.  
It has 3 different vice positioning possibilities: manual, positioning by means of the X axis 
carriage and independent motorized system. Equipped with a 5.5 kW electric spindle, it has a 
fixed 7-position tool magazine with automatic tool change-over located in the middle of the 
base in its own protected enclosure. All the linear guides and recirculating-ball screws are 
lubricated by an automatic centralised system.
It can also be equipped with an AUTOMATIC SCREWDRIVER for fixing the steel reinforce-
ments in the PVC profiles.

Machining centres
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MC 309

MC 305 with automatic screwdriver



SW 453 Series
In the vast REVERSE range, with pneumatic tilting of the cutting units at angles of 22.5°, 
45°, 90° and 135° or with electronic positioning of the cutting units at any angle between 
22.5° and 135°.

SW 402 Series
� Double mitre saw machine with manual movement of the right-hand unit;

� Manual rotation (45° to the left and right) and tilting (45° in relation to the vertical axis);

� Reading of the cutting position on a precision yardstick or on a digital display.

Double mitre saw machines
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Complementary machines
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Automatic screwdriver for reinforcements

Automatic screwdriver for fixing the steel reinforcements in the PVC profiles, complete 
with side roller units on which to put the profiles;

Pneumatic horizontal profile fixing system with a completely automatic (pedal controlled) 
work cycle;

Use of screws of different lengths and diameters, by means of the same blade with no 
further adjustments required;

Screw-in reinforcements from 0.5 to 2.5 mm in thickness;

Adjustment of the tightening force and tightening point position, automatic feeding of the 
screws and adjustment of screw insertion depth;

Complete protection of the screwdriver.

Model MX 2
Cutting-off machine for automatic glazing

“V” cutting-off machine for PVC glazing, equipped with fixed 45° slanting blades for cutting 
profiles of special coaxial blades for milling the hooking foot; 

Pneumatic feed of the cutting carriage; the exterior knob is for adjusting speed;

2 workpieces can be cut simultaneously;

The cutting table can be adjusted vertically with the knob, with reading on a millimetric 
ruler;

Complete with vertical pneumatic vices, blades and automatic work cycle;

Fitted with roller units on the loading/unloading sides with removable gauges for reading 
the cutting measurement directly from the window. 

Model MV 3
Automatic milling machine for draining condensate

Fitted with 3 selectable operating heads, each one automatically fed for milling work;

Milling is automatic and simultaneous with 2 heads as each head has its own operating 
selector;

The motors are single-phase and their speed is 26,000 rpm so as to guarantee a perfect 
finish;

The bottom head can be slanted, with ample machining possibilities so that any profile can 
be worked and, by means of an automatic device, it can translate as regards the horizontal 
and vertical head;

All heads are adjustable in order to obtain the desired cutting depth thanks to a 4-position 
revolver stop;

The desired milling length can be set on the worktop

The machine is completely controlled by a PLC;
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Single-spindle end milling units
Model FR 701, FR 703, FR 703 Plus end FR 711
A complete range of single-spindle end milling units with manual feed or pneumatic work 
cycle and mechanical or quick change-over of the milling unit.

Copy router series
Model FR 811 3P end FR 830
� The complete range of copying milling machines of the FR 811 series;
� The complete range of copying milling machines of the FR 830 series;
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Aluminium + PVC Division Layout Example
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About us

Mecal anniversary

Complete production cycle

Design

After-sales Service 

Spare Parts Management

MECAL in the world

Products

Aluminium Division
Machining centres

Double mitre saw machines

Complementary machines (cutting)

Complementary machines (milling)

Handling
Assembly benches

Assembly benches

Trolleys

PVC Division
In-line welding machines

Automatic welding machines

Automatic welding machines

Automatic CNC cleaning machines

Automatic cleaners

Production lines

Machining centres

Double mitre saw machines

Complementary Machines

Layout
Aluminium Division Layout Example

PVC Division Layout Example

Aluminium + PVC Division Layout Example
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